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ABSTRACT

Class-specific text proposal algorithms can efficiently reduce the search space for possible text object
locations in an image. In this paper we combine the Text Proposals algorithm with Fully Convolu-
tional Networks to efficiently reduce the number of proposals while maintaining the same recall level
and thus gaining a significant speed up. Our experiments demonstrate that such text proposal ap-
proaches yield significantly higher recall rates than state-of-the-art text localization techniques, while
also producing better-quality localizations. Our results on the ICDAR 2015 Robust Reading Competi-
tion (Challenge 4) and the COCO-text datasets show that, when combined with strong word classifiers,
this recall margin leads to state-of-the-art results in end-to-end scene text recognition.

© 2022 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

Text understanding in unconstrained scenarios, such as text in scene images or videos, is attracting significant attention from the

scientific community. Localizing and recognizing text in complex images is a challenging task, especially in scenarios involving

text that can appear in any perspective or orientation, or in multi-script contexts as evidenced by the latest results of the ICDAR

Robust Reading Competition series (Karatzas et al., 2015). Object proposal techniques have emerged as an efficient approach to

reducing the search space of possible object locations in an image by generating candidate class-independent object locations and

extents (Uijlings et al., 2013). Such generic object proposal methods are typically designed to detect single-body objects, and

are not appropriate for text detection which aims to detect groups of disjoint, atomic objects (characters or text strokes). Text

Proposals (Gomez-Bigorda and Karatzas, 2016) was recently suggested as an alternative, class-specific object proposal method that

takes into account the specific characteristics of text.

Text Proposals combined with a strong word classifier such as (Jaderberg et al., 2014) produces state-of-the-art results in end-

to-end scene text recognition (Gomez-Bigorda and Karatzas, 2016). The downside is the necessity to produce and process the
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multitude of bounding boxes produced by the algorithm. State-of-the-art object detection methods such as YOLOv2 (Redmon and

Farhadi, 2016) and text-specific flavors of them such as TextBoxes (Liao et al., 2017), CTPN (Tian et al., 2016) or Gupta et al (Gupta

et al., 2016) are better-suited alternatives when fast localization is sought, but have limits in terms of their capacity to cover all the

text regions in the image. If high recall is sought, Text Proposals remains the best alternative available on the most challenging

scenarios such as Incidental Text dataset. In contrast to standard object detection methods, the Text Proposals algorithm produces

a list of probable text locations following a strategy based on an over-segmentation and the efficient construction of meaningful

groupings of regions. The result is very accurate text localization. Yet, like all object proposals approaches, it is optimized for

high recall and produces a considerable number of false positives. Furthermore, Text proposal techniques are capable of generating

proposals at multiple scales. Therefore, compared to text detection approaches (which are often limited by prior assumptions about

text size and spacing), text proposal approaches are able to obtain better coverage of space and scale and to maximize text recall.

In this paper we leverage the power of Fully Convolutional Networks (FCNs) to improve the efficiency of Text Proposals and

to substantially reduce the number of proposals produced without affecting the detection capacity of the algorithm. The robustness

of FCNs stems from the use of convolutional layers instead of fully-connected layers as in conventional deep networks, which

results in spatial information being preserved in the final discriminative layer of the network. The output of such a network is a

coarse heatmap of locations of interest which must be further processed to produce proper localization results. This paper extends

our previous work in (Bazazian et al., 2016), introducing improvements in the original pipeline, experimentation in end-to-end

scenarios, and further comparison and evaluations on two widely used datasets. In (Bazazian et al., 2016) we employed an FCN

trained for text detection as a means to suppress a number of the proposals at a post-processing stage. In this article we introduce

an alternative pipeline and demonstrate how such an FCN can be integrated with the Text Proposals method and used at the

beginning of the pipeline as an early-pruning mechanism that actively limits the number of proposals produced. This early-pruning

mechanism results in a significant speed increase with minimal loss in performance. In addition, we present a thorough comparison

with state-of-the-art text and object localization methods YOLOv2 (Redmon and Farhadi, 2016), CTPN (Tian et al., 2016) and

TextBoxes (Liao et al., 2017), demonstrating the limitations and benefits of using a proposal approach instead of a localization

algorithm. Specifically, we show that our improved Text Proposals method yields consistently higher recall, on the order of 20%

higher, compared to state-of-the-art text localization methods, while also producing higher-quality localizations. By integrating

the improved Text Proposals method in an end-to-end pipeline we demonstrate, in agreement with (Gomez-Bigorda and Karatzas,

2016), that this recall margin leads to state-of-the-art end-to-end text recognition results.

We call our framework FAST, since it simplifies proposals (Facilitative) while it maintains high recall (Accurate) in Scene Text

images, and overall it is a FAST framework for text proposals.
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The remainder of the article is organized as follows. In the next section we discuss related work from the literature, and in

3 we describe our approach and architecture. We report on a range of experimental results in section 4, and draw conclusions in

section 5.

2. Related Work

Text detection and recognition in scene images are gaining increasing attention from the computer vision community. Despite

the immense effort that has been devoted to improving the performance of text detection in unconstrained environments, it is still

quite challenging due to the diversity of text appearance and geometry in the scene and the highly complicated backgrounds against

which it can appear.

Text detection and localization algorithms are divided in two main approaches. First, connected component-based methods

perform image segmentation and then classify and group the detected components into text candidates (Kang et al., 2014; Li et al.,

2014; Yao et al., 2012; Yin et al., 2015, 2014). Following this idea, but in the other way around, is (Gomez and Karatzas, 2013) in

which interesting components are detected via grouping. Second, sliding-window methods perform region classification at multiple

scales and follow with standard post-processing to derive precise text locations (Jaderberg et al., 2014; Tian et al., 2015; Wang

et al., 2011; Zhang et al., 2015; Wang et al., 2012a).

Most top-ranking approaches (Koo and Kim, 2013; Yin et al., 2015, 2014; Wang et al., 2012a; Neumann and Matas, 2013)

in the latest editions of the ICDAR Robust Reading Competition (Karatzas et al., 2015) are connected component-based methods

based on variants of the Maximally Stable Extremal Regions (MSERs) algorithm of (Matas et al., 2004). The MSER algorithm is

particularly suited to text detection as it efficiently leverages local contrast patterns. Different approaches in this category include the

Stroke Width Transform (SWT) (Epshtein et al., 2010) and recent variants like the Stroke Feature Transform (SFT) (Huang et al.,

2013). Moreover, in (Yao et al., 2014) candidates (characters and lines) are generated by employing SWT and clustering in order

to detect multi-oriented text regions and recognize characters. Connected component-based approaches permit early fusion with

the language model at the time of filtering components and forming words. A recent example proposes a model which combines

bottom-up cues from individual character detection and top-down cues from a lexicon (Mishra et al., 2016).

CNN classifiers are increasingly incorporated in text detection approaches. (Wang et al., 2012b) employed CNN models for

text/non-text classification. (He et al., 2015) and (Huang et al., 2014) exploit a CNN model to filter out non-character MSER

components, while CNN-based region classification has been repeatedly employed for sliding-window approaches (Jaderberg et al.,

2014; Wang et al., 2012a). (Tian et al., 2015) proposed TextFlow for character classification, which simplifies multiple post-

processing steps through the use of a minimum cost flow network (Wang et al., 2012a). These approaches are all based on hand-

crafted features for detecting character candidates, and they apply a pre-trained CNN model to assign a score to each candidate. On
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a different line, (Zhang et al., 2015) trained two classifiers that work at character level and text region level, respectively.

Despite the immense success of CNN models for tasks such as character classification or word-spotting, once text regions

are localized the problem of text localization still poses significant challenges. To this end, the use of generic object proposal

techniques for scene text understanding has been exploited by (Jaderberg et al., 2016). Their end-to-end pipeline combines the

object proposal algorithm EdgeBoxes (Zitnick and Dollar, 2014) and a trained aggregate channel features detector (Dollar et al.,

2014) with a powerful deep Convolutional Neural Network for holistic word recognition. Their method uses a CNN-based bounding

box regression module on top of region proposals in order to improve their quality before word recognition is performed.

Employing generic object proposals is not optimal when text is to be detected, as demonstrated in (Gomez and Karatzas,

2015). The author of (Gomez-Bigorda and Karatzas, 2016) propose instead a text-specific object proposal method that is based on

generating a hierarchy of word hypotheses based on a region grouping algorithm. Contrary to generic object proposal algorithms,

this approach considers the specific characteristics of text regions that are fundamentally different from the typical notion of single-

body object as used for object detection. Replacing the overly complicated pipeline used for text localization in (Jaderberg et al.,

2016) with the single-step localization offered by (Gomez-Bigorda and Karatzas, 2016) is currently the state-of-the-art for end-to-

end methods in the demanding Challenge 4 (incidental text) of the Robust Reading Competition.

On the other hand, FCNs (Fully Convolutional Networks) (Long and Darrell, 2015) have recently attracted considerable atten-

tion from the robust reading community (Zhang et al., 2016b,a; He et al., 2016; Gupta et al., 2016). FCN-based methods replace

fully-connected layers with convolutional layers which allows them to preserve coarse spatial information which is essential for

text localization tasks. (Zhang et al., 2016b) integrated semantic labeling by FCN with MSER to provide a natural solution for

handling text at arbitrary orientations. Addressing the same problem of multi-oriented text detection, a direct regression based

method was proposed in (He et al., 2017). In a parallel work (Zhang et al., 2016a) designed a character proposal network based

on an FCN which simultaneously predicts characterness scores and refines the corresponding locations. The characterness score is

used for proposal ranking. (He et al., 2016) proposed a Cascaded Convolutional Text Network (CCTN) that combines two custom

convolutional networks for coarse-to-fine text localization. The CCTN detects text regions roughly from a low-resolution image,

and then accurately localizes text lines in each enlarged region. In (Shi et al., 2016), a fully convolutional network fused with a a

bidirectional LSTM is used to build a robust text recognition framework.

Beyond the specific problem of text localization, CNN-based object detection methods like Fast R-CNN (Ren et al., 2015),

YOLO (Redmon et al., 2015; Redmon and Farhadi, 2016) and SSD (Liu et al., 2016) have reached state-of-the-art performance on

generic object detection benchmarks. These methods overcome the need for an external object proposals algorithm with a CNN

that simultaneously predicts object bounds and objectness scores at each position in a single forward pass. Proposal approaches
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have achieved excellent results on general object detection (Bell et al., 2016; Ren et al., 2015) and text detection (Tian et al., 2016;

Liao et al., 2017) tasks. An advantage of region proposal approaches for object and text detection is that they reduce the search

space and false positives by focusing the attention on promising areas of the image. Inspired by Fully-Convolutional Networks

(Long and Darrell, 2015) and the YOLO detector of (Redmon et al., 2015), (Gupta et al., 2016) propose a text localization network

as an extreme variant of Hough voting. TextBoxes (Liao et al., 2017) re-purposes the SSD detector for word-wise text localization.

(Tian et al., 2016) follows the idea of Region Proposal Networks (RPNs) (Ren et al., 2015) and proposes a Connectionist Text

Proposal Network which improves the accuracy for text localization tasks and also is compatible with multiple scales, aspects, and

languages. Still, all these CNN models are designed to perform only text localization, and a second recognition stage is needed

for the end-to-end task. We note here that, since these networks are trained to maximize only the text localization performance,

their recall rates tend to be inferior than using an external text proposals algorithm. And this recall difference may lead to lower

end-to-end text recognition results when using such CNN-based localizers.

In this paper we take into account the respective advantages of FCN models and Text Proposals in order to propose an improved

text proposal algorithm. We employ text probability scores obtained through FCN over individual proposals for ranking, which

efficiently suppresses non-text proposals. Contrary to (Zhang et al., 2016b) who propose a coarse-to-fine method to obtain bounding

boxes from the FCN heatmap with the purpose of maximizing localization accuracy, we employ the FCN heatmap to produce text

proposals in order to maximize recall by producing the necessary number of proposals in an efficient way.

We choose to use the FCN result to re-rank text proposals obtained by (Gomez-Bigorda and Karatzas, 2016), and thereby

improving the performance of the text proposal algorithm. Furthermore, (Liao et al., 2017) presented an end-to-end text detector

which has a text box layer which defines bounding boxes according to a range of different aspect ratios. In this case all the proposed

bounding boxes are axis-oriented, while in the technique of (Gomez-Bigorda and Karatzas, 2016) proposed boxes are defined

according to the grouping of textness features regardless of axis-orientation. The work we describe here extends the recently text

proposal technique described in (Bazazian et al., 2016). In this paper we propose a more efficient use of the FCN probabilities

maps, to guide the proposing process into generating less hypotheses instead of suppressing hypotheses in a post-processing step.

3. The Proposed Method

The proposed text proposals pipeline, shown in Figure 1, comprises three elements. First, a pixel-wise text prediction stage,

makes use of a Fully Convolutional Network to estimate the pixel-level text probability of the image (see Section 3.1). This

information is then used to guide the text proposal stage, based on (Gomez-Bigorda and Karatzas, 2016), during which the image

is decomposed into regions and text location hypotheses are created (see Section 3.2). A number of alternative approaches are

proposed to leverage the FCN predictions in order to re-rank and filter the text hypotheses produced in a hypothesis ranking and
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filtering stage that can be introduced either as a late-suppression mechanism or a more efficient early-pruning mechanism (see

Section 3.3). The remainder of this section discusses these three components in detail.

Fig. 1. Comparison of the late suppression and early pruning strategies. The Late Suppression strategy (top) allows the text proposals algorithm to generate
all hypotheses before filtering, while the Early Pruning strategy is tightly integrated with the Text Proposals algorithm guiding it to only generate relevant
hypotheses.

3.1. FCN-based Text Prediction

Fully Convolutional Networks take input of arbitrary size and produce correspondingly-sized output, allowing to make pixel-

level predictions (Long and Darrell, 2015; Shelhamer et al., 2016). Every layer in an FCN computes a local operation on relative

spatial coordinates. Since there is no fully-connected layer, it is possible to use FCNs on variable dimension images and produce

an output of the corresponding input dimension as well as preserving coarse spatial information of the image which is essential for

the text detection tasks.

Here we train an FCN to perform per-pixel text prediction and estimate a text heatmap for the input image. The architecture of

our network is based on (Long and Darrell, 2015) and is shown in Figure 2. To accomplish it, we transform the pre-trained VGG

network (Simonyan and Zisserman, 2015) into a fully convolutional form following (Long and Darrell, 2015). The original FCN

network was designed for the semantic segmentation of images into the twenty classes of the PASCAL VOC dataset. In our case,

we customize the network to our purpose of performing text/no-text segmentation. We apply softmax normalization on the FCN

output in order to employ it as text probability for the subsequent hypotheses ranking and filtering steps. In Figure 3 we show an

Fig. 2. Architecture of the Fully Convolutional Network used in our pipeline for text prediction.
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Fig. 3. Sample image with the corresponding ground truth mask, and the FCN produced text-heatmap.

example image from our training set, along with the ground truth text annotations and text heatmap output by our FCN. Details on

the training process are given in section 4.2.

3.2. Text Proposals

In our framework we use the Text Proposals algorithm of (Gomez-Bigorda and Karatzas, 2016) where text detection is posed

as a search within a hierarchy produced by an agglomerative similarity clustering process over individual regions. The method

is divided in three main steps: (1) an initial over-segmentation of the input image from which we obtain a set of regions; (2) the

creation of text hypotheses through several bottom-up agglomeration processes; and (3) a ranking strategy that prioritizes the best

text proposals.

Region decomposition is based on the Maximally Stable Extremal Regions (MSER) algorithm which produces a set of regions

Rc. This step aims to detect the atomic parts that will give rise to subsequent text groups. Initially each region r ∈ Rc starts in

its own cluster and then the closest pair of clusters (A, B) is merged iteratively, using the single linkage criterion (min { d(ra, rb) :

ra ∈ A, rb ∈ B }), until all regions are clustered together (C ≡ Rc) via the agglomeration processes. The grouping process builds

an hierarchy of groupings of the initial set of MSER regions based on a distance definition d(ra, rb) that combines region similarity

features and region location. We use the five low computational cost features and diversification strategies as proposed in the

original paper (Gomez-Bigorda and Karatzas, 2016). The nodes of the produced similarity hierarchy represent the text hypotheses

or text proposals, which are ranked based on a weak classifier that uses the coefficients of variation of the individual region features,

as well as simple group-level features that can be computed efficiently in an incremental way. For further information on the

specifics of the Text Proposal algorithm, please see (Gomez-Bigorda and Karatzas, 2016)

3.3. Hypotheses Ranking

The Text Proposals algorithm promotes text hypotheses that represent well structured groups of regions. This makes it very

efficient in detecting areas in the image corresponding to text, but at the same time can produce a large number of false positives.

The text-prediction FCN on the other hand provides only coarse information about the locations of interest in the image, but it

is much more robust in the presence of distracting patterns in the image. We analyze here different strategies for fusing the two

sources of information in order to drastically reduce the number of false positive text hypotheses produced, and consequently speed

up significantly the Text Proposals algorithm.
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Fig. 4. A list of text hypotheses generated by the Text Proposals algorithm and their corresponding regions from the FCN produced text-heatmap are
shown on the left. Re-ranking using the mean text probability from the FCN heatmap filters false positives but promotes small patches within text regions
over the full regions. Late-suppression or early-pruning filter out false positives without affecting the original ranking.

We have considered the following strategies in order to re-rank and filter the text hypotheses, using the text heatmaps produced

by the FCN. The baseline strategy ranks text hypotheses using the score provided by the Text Proposals algorithm of (Gomez-

Bigorda and Karatzas, 2016) as explained in section 3.2 and does not perform any re-ranking or filtering of the hypotheses using

the FCN text heatmap.

A direct way to re-rank the hypotheses produced by the Text Proposals algorithm is to use the mean text probability obtained

from the FCN text heatmap by averaging over the proposed hypothesis bounding box. As FCN heatmaps provide only coarse infor-

mation about text localization, directly using this information to rank hypotheses can be tricky as smaller regions, corresponding to

the inner parts of a text block, might appear to be better candidates than the full text block bounding box that covers the extents of

the text including lower probability pixels at the borders. This behavior is demonstrated in 4. Indeed, using the mean text probabil-

ity over text hypotheses as a ranking mechanism has the adverse effect that small patches within text regions are ranked better than

full regions corresponding to words or lines, leading to worse performance than the baseline strategy. In order to filter false positive

hypotheses without affecting the original ranking of the Text Proposals algorithm, which promotes well-structured text blocks, we

introduce a Late Suppression strategy. This strategy suppresses the text hypotheses which have low mean text probability, in order

to filter false positives, as shown in Figures 1 and 4. Consequently, the rank of the remaining regions is established according

to the score assigned by the Text Proposals. The smaller regions corresponding to the inner parts of text blocks are not filtered,

however they are generally ranked low based on their grouping quality score as they only cover a small subset of the text parts.

The suppression strategy allows us to discard a significant number of false positives, resulting in superior detection with a smaller

number of proposals while preserving the high recall rate.

The suppression strategy efficiently reduces the number of text hypotheses that need to be passed to a subsequent recognition

process, but nevertheless, does not impede the Text Proposals algorithm to generate the full set of text hypotheses. As an alternative,

the Early Pruning strategy employs the FCN text heatmap to filter the original MSER regions in a pre-processing step, actively
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limiting the number of hypotheses being produced. The resulting set of hypotheses are practically the same as in the late suppression

strategy, but produced in a fraction of the time. By filtering MSER regions before the agglomerative clustering process begins, we

avoid the generation of a series of text hypotheses all-together, resulting in a significant speed increase compared to the late-

suppression strategy with minimal loss in performance. A comparative study of the above strategies is offered in the next section.

4. Experimental Results

In this section we describe experiments which we have performed to evaluate the proposed method. First, we detail the datasets

used and the experimental setup, before we compare the proposed ranking strategies to the baseline method and other state-of-the-

arts strategies.

4.1. Datasets

We employed two widely used, challenging benchmark datasets, namely the ICDAR-Challenge 4 (Karatzas et al., 2015) and

the COCO-Text (Veit et al., 2016), for training and evaluating our method.

• ICDAR-Challenge4: ICDAR-Challenge 4 (Karatzas et al., 2015) focuses on incidental scene text, referring to scene text

that appears in the scene without the user having taken any specific prior action to cause its appearance or to improve its

positioning or quality in the frame. Incidental scene text represents a wide range of applications linked to wearable cameras

or massive urban captures where the acquisition process is difficult or undesirable to control. This challenge has 1000 images

with publicly available ground truth annotations and a private test set of 500 images that can be used for evaluation of specific

tasks through submitting results online to the Robust Reading Competition portal. We evaluate end-to-end results using the

online evaluation functionality. For in-house experimentation we randomly selected and set aside 200 images of the public

portion of the dataset to use for testing and used the rest for training. The ground truth for ICDAR-Challenge 4 is defined

as tight (not axis oriented) four-point polygons. Since all standard methodologies, including the Text Proposals algorithm

produce axis oriented bounding boxes, we use the equivalent smallest enclosing axis-oriented bounding boxes as ground truth

for in-house experimentation.

• COCO-Text: The COCO-Text dataset (Veit et al., 2016) comprises a subset of images from the MS COCO dataset, which

contains images of complex everyday scenes. The COCO-Text dataset contains non-text images, legible text images and

illegible text images. A training set and a validation set are defined, from which we consider only those images containing

at least one instance of legible text. Notice that some of that images may also contain illegible text instances. That is a total

of 22,184 images for training and 7,026 images for validation. We evaluate on the validation set, since the official test set of

COCO-Text is withheld. Ground truth is defined as axis-oriented bounding boxes.
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Fig. 5. Detection rates at 0.5IoU over the ICDAR-Challenge 4 (Left) and the COCO-Text (Right) datasets.

4.2. The FCN Training Process

In this work we trained an FCN network for the task of text detection, by fine-tuning a VGG16 network pre-trained on Ima-

genet (Simonyan and Zisserman, 2015). We repeated the fine-tuning process based on both the ICDAR-Challenge 4 training set

and the COCO-Text training set, and observed minor differences on the quality of the heatmaps produced and the results of the

re-ranking. For the rest of the discussion, we have used the FCN network trained on COCO-Text. The FCN network was trained

by Stochastic Gradient Descent with mini-batches of 20 images, a momentum of 0.9, L2 weight-decay of 5-4, and a fixed learning

rate of 10-10. We apply dropout after the Conv6 and Conv7 layers with a rate of 0.5 as shown in Figure 2.

4.3. Comparison of Proposal Ranking Strategies

In this section we report results obtained using the different hypotheses ranking and filtering strategies to fuse the text-prediction

information afforded by the FCN with the Text Proposals algorithm. First, we analyze the alternative strategies proposed Mean

Text Probability, Late Suppression and Early Pruning strategies, and compare against the Baseline Text Proposals method. Sub-

sequently, we compare against other state-of-the-art approaches, including Edge Boxes as a representative general object proposal

method, as well as YOLOv2 and CTPN and TextBoxes as representative object and text localization approaches correspondingly.

We have considered all the proposals of each one of the aforementioned techniques. Then, based on each ranking list strategy, we

have computed the detection rate (recall) at each number of proposals. The quantitative results are shown in Figure 5 and Table 1.

The last column of Table 1 refers to all the proposals generated by each technique (thus where each achieves its highest recall).

Note that we did not perform any experiments on COCO-Text for CTPN strategy, since the provided models by authors (Tian et al.,

2016) and parameters are adjusted to the ICDAR dataset.

4.3.1. Mean text probability re-ranking

Figure 6 shows the top-N proposals for the Baseline Text Proposals method versus the ones produced by the Mean Text Proba-

bility strategy. The Mean Text Probability strategy uses the mean text probability of each bounding box, as calculated by averaging
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Table 1. Detection rates of different strategies considering the top 10, 100 and 1000 proposals on the ICDAR-Challenge4 and COCO-Text datasets.

ICDAR COCO-Text
#of Proposals 10 102 103 All 10 102 103 All

Early Pruning 0.26 0.58 0.84 0.90 0.20 0.48 0.77 0.87

Late Suppression 0.23 0.57 0.85 0.94 0.20 0.47 0.78 0.92

Baseline 0.18 0.46 0.77 0.94 0.13 0.34 0.63 0.92

TextBoxes 0.55 0.71 0.72 0.72 0.39 0.58 0.59 0.59

CTPN 0.48 0.51 0.51 0.51 - - - -

YOLOv2 0.39 0.45 0.46 0.46 0.30 0.44 0.45 0.45

Mean Text Probability 0.00 0.07 0.61 0.94 0.01 0.15 0.60 0.92

EdgeBoxes 0.03 0.11 0.42 0.92 0.02 0.06 0.23 0.44

(a)Top 10 proposals (b)Top 100 proposals (c)Top 500 proposals

Fig. 6. The top-N hypotheses generated by the baseline Text Proposals method (top row) and after re-ranking using the mean text probability (bottom
row).

the FCN text-prediction heatmap over the bounding box, as the ranking criterion to re-rank the hypotheses produced by the Text

Proposals method. As a result, it prioritizes hypotheses corresponding to text regions over false positives. However, as mentioned

before, it also promotes hypotheses corresponding to inner parts of text blocks as relevant regions, resulting in an overall worse

performance than the baseline method as it shows in Figure 5 and Table 1.

4.3.2. Late Suppression

The late suppression strategy acts as a post-processing filtering mechanism, that suppresses hypotheses with low mean text

probability, instead of re-ranking the proposals. By doing so, it preserves the ranking established by the Text Proposals method

for the remaining hypotheses. Figure 7 shows the effect of using different suppression thresholds in the ICDAR-Challenge 4

dataset. A threshold of 0.14 yields the best results in our experiments. This low threshold might be counter-intuitive, given that

the FCN seems capable to produce good quality heatmaps. Figure 8 shows the mean text probability of all ground truth regions of

ICDAR-Challenge 4 and reveals that an almost uniform distribution. This demonstrates that Mean Text Probability is not a useful

metric to identify regions containing words, but that it is a useful metric to discard proposals that do not contain text at all. A key

reason for this is the fact that text appears in a variety of orientations in the scenes and axis oriented bounding boxes inadvertently

include a significant amount of background pixels for non-horizontal (and non-vertical) angles. Similar statistics can be observed
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in COCO-Text.

Fig. 7. Detection rate at 0.5IoU for different thresholds for the Suppression strategy.

4.3.3. Early Pruning

While suppression acts as a post-processing filter on the full list of hypotheses produced by the Text Proposal algorithm, Early

Pruning acts as a pre-processing step, filtering early MSER regions that might give rise to irrelevant hypotheses. As a result, the Text

Proposals algorithm is guided to produce only a subset of the original hypotheses. This results to a significant speed improvement

(see section 4.5). This improvement is particularly notable in those images with large non-text textured areas. On the counterside,

filtering regions early might hinder the generation of a group that could eventually lead to a relevant hypothesis. This implies a

trade-off between reaching the maximum possible detection rate (such as as Late Suppression or the Baseline method) and gain in

computational time.

4.3.4. Comparison with Different Proposal Techniques

We subsequently compare the proposed strategies to relevant state of the art methods. We compare to Edge Boxes (Zitnick and

Dollar, 2014) as a top performing generic selective search method. We used the default configuration, taking into account all the

output boxes (proposals). We also compare to FCN-based state of the art localization methods YOLOv2 (Redmon and Farhadi,

2016), CTPN (Tian et al., 2016) and TextBoxes (Liao et al., 2017). While the former is a generic object localization approach,

the latter is specifically designed for text localization. In order to do a fair comparison in terms of their capacity to detect text, for

TextBoxes ,CTPN and YOLOv2 we consider all output boxes (proposals). For YOLOv2 we fine-tuned the model to COCO-Text for

45 ∗ 104 iterations without modifying the training parameters which are: learning rate of 10-5, weight decay of 5-4, and momentum

of 0.9. For CTPN we have employed the model for word-level detection provided by the original authors. For TextBoxes we

used the default configuration and trained model. Regarding Figure 5 and Table 1, generic object proposal algorithms such as

Fig. 8. Mean Text Probability of all ground truth regions of the ICDAR-Challenge 4 dataset.
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Edge Boxes (Zitnick and Dollar, 2014), designed to detect single-body objects perform poorly when it comes to text detection. On

the other hand, localization methods such as YOLOv2, CTPN and TextBoxes yield the best performance for a small number of

bounding boxes, but quickly get saturated. The Text Proposals with early-pruning and late-suppression strategies presented surpass

the performance of YOLOv2 after about 60 proposals and the performance of TextBoxes after about 500 proposals. Eventually, the

proposed strategies are able to eventually detect about 45% more text than YOLOv2 fine-tuned for text, and about 20%−25% more

text than TextBoxes. For the rest of the analysis we focus on the Text Proposals with Early Pruning alternative.

4.4. Qualitative Analysis

Figure 9 shows all hypotheses generated with IoU over 0.5. Small text seems to pose problems for YOLOv2, CTPN and

TextBoxes. In contrast Text Proposals with Early Pruning is able to generate hypotheses across a larger set of scales, and although

it demonstrates a higher degree of redundancy, object proposals are well focused on text parts. Following this experiment, we have

Fig. 9. All true hypotheses generated (matching ground truth regions with IoU > 0.5). Text Proposals with Early Pruning hypotheses are shown in blue,
TextBoxes in yellow, YOLOv2 in green and CTPN in purple. Small text seems to pose problems for YOLOv2, CTPN and TextBoxes, but not for Text
Proposals with Early Pruning.

singled out the top-1 (highest IoU) hypothesis generated for each ground-truth region by each of the algorithms. It can be observed

that rotated text poses difficulties to TextBoxes, while YOLOv2 yields strong performance in cases of low-contrast text as illustrated

in Figure 10.

4.5. Time Comparison

Generating the FCN heatmaps introduces a small overhead in the process, which nevertheless results in significant time gains

over a complete end-to-end pipeline. The time consumed to generate the FCN heatmaps is 0.15 sec per image, while the application

of a state of the art word recognizer, such as (Jaderberg et al., 2016), takes about 0.4 ms per bounding box. Table 2 shows empirical

times of an end-to-end pipeline. We consider all proposals generated by the different proposed strategies compared with the baseline
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Fig. 10. Top row: examples demonstrating the difficulties of TextBoxes on oriented text. Bottom row: examples demonstrating the ability of YOLOv2
to detect text in low contrast conditions. Bounding boxes of Early Pruning hypotheses are shown in blue, TextBoxes in yellow, YOLOv2 in green, and
ground-truth in red.

Table 2. Execution time per image (seconds).
FCN Text Proposals Word Recognizer Total

Baseline 0 4.11 25.69 29.80
Suppression 0.15 4.11 5.4 9.66
Early Pruning 0.15 1.33 5.58 7.06

Text Proposals on the ICDAR-Challenge 4 dataset. The baseline Text Proposals generates 64k proposals. The Late Suppression

strategy reduces this to 13.5k proposals, while Early Pruning generates 14k proposals. The expected gain is of the order of 4

times All experiments were conducted on a system with a GPU GeForce GTX TITAN and an Intel® CoreTM2 Quad CPU Q9300@

2.50GHz processor.

4.6. Quality of produced hypotheses

The standard practice of using an IoU > 0.5 criterion when evaluating detection performance is not very informative. Especially

in the case of text, low IoU scores correspond to missing parts of a word, hindering its correct recognition. The objective of proposal

generator algorithms is to produce at least one good localization for each object in the scene, and trade off redundancy of bounding

boxes for the chance of detecting all objects well. In this sense, we are interested in analyzing the quality of the hypotheses produced

in addition to the detection rate. Figure 11 shows the plot of IoUs for the top-1 hypotheses generated for each of the ground truth

regions by each of the algorithms: Text Proposals with Early Pruning, YOLOv2, CTPN and TextBoxes. It can be easily seen that

Text Proposals with Early Pruning produces significantly better localizations for a far larger number of ground truth boxes than the

other algorithms. Of course this is done at the cost of producing many more redundant bounding boxes per ground truth region

than TextBoxes, CTPN or YOLOv2. What remains to be seen is whether this qualitative difference is actually beneficial for an

end-to-end pipeline.
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Fig. 11. Ranked list of the top-1 hypotheses for each ground truth region. The quality of the hypotheses produced by our approach is significantly better
than state of the art text localization techniques.

4.7. End-to-end Results

In order to demonstrate that the large recall margin afforded by using a proposal generator approach can lead to better end-

to-end results, we have built an end-to-end scene text recognition pipeline by combining the proposed Text Proposals with Early

Pruning strategy and a state-of-the-art holistic word recognizer: the CNN word classifier of (Jaderberg et al., 2016). The evaluation

framework is the standard for end-to-end text recognition datasets (Karatzas et al., 2015; Wang and Belongie, 2010). We obtain

evaluation results using the ICDAR Robust Reading Competition on-line evaluation functionality. The evaluation framework con-

siders as correct matches bounding boxes that overlap with a ground truth bounding box by more than 50% and the provided word

transcription is correct (ignoring case). Based on this rule a single F-score measure is calculated. Table 3 shows the obtained

end-to-end word spotting F-scores on ICDAR-Challenge 4 dataset and compares them with the state-of-the-art. The top block

of Table 3 lists published methods with results reported in the ICDAR Robust Reading Competition portal. As we can see, the

proposal generator approach yields consistently better results in all scenarios. Also, Early Pruning is 4x faster in execution speed.

The middle block of table 3 gives results obtained by combining YOLOv2 (fine-tuned as explained in section 4.3.4), CTPN, and

TextBoxes with the same word recognizer as the Text Proposals. We created an end-to-end pipeline by adding three filtering steps

to the recognized word regions. First we removed any region with a word recognition confidence of less than 40%. In the following

step, contextualized vocabularies (Karatzas et al., 2015) were used to remove any region whose word is out of vocabulary. Finally

the remaining words were passed through a standard non-maximum suppression (NMS) with an IoU threshold of 30% as in (Jader-

berg et al., 2016). The proposed method performs consistently better than both alternative pipelines constructed on top of the state

of the art localizers.

5. Conclusions

In this work we propose a fusion of a proposal generator technique with Fully Convolutional Networks to efficiently reduce

the number of proposals while maintaining the same text recall level and thus gaining a significant speed up. In particular, we

train an FCN network for text prediction, and propose different strategies for employing this information to re-rank and/or filter
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Table 3. Comparison of end-to-end recognition and word spotting F-scores on the ICDAR-Challenge4 dataset.

End-to-End results Word spotting Results speed-up

Strong Weak Strong Weak

Deep2Text-MO (Yin et al., 2014), (Jaderberg et al., 2014) 16.77 16.77 17.58 17.58
Beam Search CUNI 22.14 19.80 23.37 21.07
NJU Text 32.63 - 34.10 -
Stradvision-1 33.21 - 34.65 -
TextSpotter (Neumann and Matas, 2012) 35.06 19.91 37.00 20.93
Stradvision-2 43.70 - 45.87 -
Megvii-Image++ (Yao et al., 2015) 46.74 40.00 49.95 42.71

TextBoxes (Liao et al., 2017)+DictNet (Jaderberg et al., 2014) 44.69 44.03 46.84 46.21
CTPN (Tian et al., 2016)+DictNet (Jaderberg et al., 2014) 28.78 28.33 30.42 29.97
YOLOv2 (Redmon and Farhadi, 2016)+DictNet (Jaderberg et al., 2014) 16.29 16.14 17.18 17.06

TP (Gomez-Bigorda and Karatzas, 2016)+DictNet (Jaderberg et al., 2014) 53.30 49.61 56.00 52.26 ×1
TP (Gomez-Bigorda and Karatzas, 2016)+EarlyPruning+DictNet (Jaderberg et al., 2014) 54.17 45.98 57.08 48.57 ×4

the hypotheses generated by the Text Proposals algorithm. We demonstrate that this approach yields significantly higher recall

rates than state-of-the-art text FCN based localization techniques, while also producing better-quality localizations. End-to-end

performance shows that this recall margin, and the better quality hypotheses lead to state-of-the-art results in scene text reading

systems.
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